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Whilst Oilseed Rape is a profitable break crop its establishment is becoming increasingly difficult with 
Flea Beetle hammering crops at cotyledon stage, blackgrass issues and pressure from slugs.

The NEW Evolution Rape Seeder combats all of the challenges to good OSR establishment.  Available in 
3m, 4m and 5m working widths, the Evolution Rape Seeder incorporates all the technical developments 
that HE-VA and OPICO have brought to the subsoiler seeding market over the past 10 years. The 
Evolution Rape Seeder is designed to ensure the crop is given the best possible start.

• Optional Nitro-Band or Nitro-Jet – band granular or liquid fertiliser placement to give the young plant a boost.

FEATURES

DISC OPENERS
Slice through the soil 
surface ensuring the 
following tine does not 
break it open.
Lower soil disturbance 
prevents/reduces black-
grass germination.

TINES & POINTS
Low disturbance 
medium depth tines 
and points alleviate 
compaction and 
encourage rape rooting.

V-PROFILE ROLLER
Reconsolidates and 
creates micro-tilth 
around the soil opening.

TWIN MULTI-SEEDER
Precise OSR seed and 
slug pellet metering 
through a single control 
box.  Accurately applies 
seed and slug pellets in 
the same pass.

ACCU-DISC
Double disc coulter for 
exact, consistent seed 
depth and consolidation.

Due to our company policy 
of continual improvement 
we reserve the right to 
change specifications and/
or prices without prior 
notification.
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EVOLUTION RAPE SEEDER

Model Working Width Transport Width Protection No. of Tines HP Required

    Evolution3/7SB 3m 3m Shearbolt 7 170+

    Evolution3/7HYD 3m 3m Hydraulic Reset 7 170+

    Evolution4/9SB 4m 2.5m Shearbolt 9 250+

    Evolution4/9HYD 4m 2.5m Hydraulic Reset 9 250+

    Evolution5/11SB 5m 2.5m Shearbolt 11 300+

    Evolution5/11HYD 5m 2.5m Hydraulic Reset 11 300+

Liquid or granular fertiliser kit to suit requirements - £POA
NB: Tine spacing to be specified on order

Profit from our knowledge


